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Detroit Lions defensive coordinator says he sees No. 4 overall pick in Texas A&M linebacker John

Houston as well as eventual replacement for Clay Matthews. Jason Cole | USA TODAY Sports TAMPA
— The Detroit Lions likely will draft three defensive players, and the possibilities for the team next
season include drafting two safeties and one linebacker from a pair of elite programs at the top of
their respective draft classes. The Lions are believed to have had an interest in Texas A&M outside

linebacker Von Miller in 2011 and will continue to be closely watched in the market for a replacement
for departed free-agent linebacker Clay Matthews in 2014. Clay Matthews Sr. said Monday that the
Lions are interested in John Houston, the country's top player at Texas A&M's linebacker position.
Matthews said one of the reasons he chose Detroit over other teams who had interest in him last

year is because of what he calls a "reputation of being a solid team." Matthews, who graduated from
the University of Texas in 2010, said Detroit Lions defensive coordinator Teryl Austin has been

"extremely impressed" with Houston as well as Alabama inside linebacker Dont'a Hightower, who is
generally considered a top-five prospect. "The linebackers are gonna be an interesting area as the

draft gets closer," Matthews said. "I really feel like the linebackers, everyone is gonna have a
different view on them as far as who goes early, who goes high and who goes low. But the Lions
definitely have a solid group of linebackers." DeKeyser: Detroit Lions have 'high interest' in first-

round LSU cornerback RELATED: • Full coverage of NFL draft at DetroitLions.com • NFL mock draft:
First round is best for Lions
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Am I missing something? A: The reason for this behavior, as can be seen from the output of the
command, is that the file's encoding is set to UTF-8. When running the command with the -c

argument, you can choose the encoding of the file to be used instead, for example: $./acc.exe -c
ISO-8859-1 file If you are using a Windows GUI, you can enable the View menu item of the Save
dialog to show the encoding in the Save As dialog: To change the encoding in an editor, you can

right-click on the file and choose an encoding from the Encoding menu: It is important to note that to
use the aforementioned method, the file encoding must be set to UTF-8. In any case, that the
question does not need a canonical answer. When I was in grade school, one of my biggest

embarrassments was setting the globe into motion. Yes, in unison, most of my class thrust their
arms forward, arms extended, foreheads squarely on the globe. Our teacher, in front of the class,

demonstrated how to move the globe. It was something that I, as a young boy, feared and was sure
would surely come back and embarrass me. Fast forward, now as an adult, I am a part of a church
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and community that is set into motion as we find ourselves facing the same situation. Not in unison,
but in the safety, protection, and love of a circle. A circle created to bring life into the world. We face

distractions and temptations, and we are in a state of being where there is no longer anything to
fear. Image via Flickr.com, by trolleyfan. In the past I was afraid to let people see the real me, afraid
that their thoughts and feelings would color how I was viewed or judged. Today, my heart, mind, and

soul are excited about the power and life that God is doing in my own life and the lives of those
around me. Yet, if we are honest, every day is not one of a grand adventure. It’s a struggle, and a
fight to be present and fully engaged. The days can look like this: The blessings are real, but the

distractions and temptations are real. Every day we are under attack from forces that seek to hinder
the growth and harvest that God is creating.
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